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Main Info
Weekly Prices
Starting From
€58000

Length
29.49

Built
2013

Accomodation
4

Model
Darwin 96

Builder
Cantiere Delle Marche

Location
Corfu, Greece

Accomodation
4

Draft
2.74

Engine Type
2 x 2013 MTU 2000 M72

Engine Hours
4833

Engine HP
965

Consumption
145

Beam
7.43



Overview
 

The Cantiere Delle Marche Darwin 96, an exceptional vessel originally launched in 2013, has undergone a
transformative and comprehensive 3D refit in 2023, marking a new era of sophistication and cutting-edge design. This
yacht stands as a testament to the commitment to excellence, combining modern technology with a timeless aesthetic.

With a length of 96 feet, the Darwin 96 offers ample space for indulgence and adventure. The exterior boasts a robust
steel hull, emphasizing its explorer capabilities, while the sleek lines and modern design elements add a touch of
contemporary sophistication. This vessel is not just a means of transport but a statement of style on the open seas.

Step aboard to discover a world of opulence within. The interior is a masterpiece of design, featuring a tasteful blend of
high-quality materials, exquisite craftsmanship, and state-of-the-art technology. The Darwin 96 can comfortably
accommodate a select group of guests, providing an intimate and exclusive atmosphere for an unforgettable journey.

The expansive deck areas are designed for both relaxation and entertainment. Whether you prefer soaking up the sun
on the spacious sundeck, enjoying al fresco dining in the shade, or unwinding in the Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean
views, the yacht offers a range of options to suit every mood.

Equipped with the latest navigation and safety technology, the Darwin 96 ensures a smooth and secure voyage across
any waters. Its long-range capabilities make it an excellent choice for exploring remote and exotic destinations,
allowing charter guests to embark on a truly bespoke and adventurous maritime escapade.

Indulge in the ultimate luxury charter experience with the 2013 Cantiere Delle Marche Darwin 96, where every detail
has been meticulously crafted to exceed the expectations of the most discerning travelers. Whether you're seeking a
thrilling expedition or a tranquil retreat at sea, this yacht promises an unparalleled journey into the realm of nautical



excellence.

 

Contact us for more!



Specifications
2 x MTU 2000 M72 with Total Power of 1440 Kw

2 x Kohler Generators 50 Kw 
Kohler Generator 28 Kw

High Speed Internet Throughout the Boat with Starlink Satellite Internet and 5G Reception
Dedicated Business network ensuring unbreakable connectivity for those that they are willing to perform their
business duties while onboard

Exercise Bike
2 X 30 KG Kettlebells
2 X 15 KG Kettlebells
2 X 12 KG dumbbell Set
4 Pilates Matts
Work Out Towels
Exercise Mat (black)
Pilates Mat (pink - but very thin)
Muscle Roller
(6 KG) Kettlebell
(8 KG) Kettlebell
(3 KG) Dumbbell set
(5 KG) Dumbbell set
Floor Ladder



Jump Rope
(10-35 LB) Resistance Band
(25-65 LB) Resistance Band
(38-85 LB) Resistance Band
(50-125 LB) Resistance Band
(60-175 LB) Resistance Band
(X-Light) Theraband
(Medium) Theraband
(X-Heavy) Theraband
(XX-Heavy) Theraband

Bose Speakers with Sonos Amplifiers with Total of 5 Independent Zones (Main Deck, Upper Deck, Sundeck,
Foredeck and Main Saloon)
Apple TV with Netflix, Amazon TV, Disney Plus
Playstation 5
OSE Home Theater Surround System with Samsung 55 Inch TV
Option for the addition of Satellite TV Receiver (At guest's request)

 

Merlin Tender 6.2 meters with 200 hp Mercury Outboard (Max Speed 50 knots)
2 x iAqua Seadart
Floating Pool 
Dock
3 x Kayaks 
3 x SUP
Diving & Snorkeling Gear including a Diving Compressor



Fuel Consumption

70 liters / hour - 8 knots
150 liters / hour - 11 knots
370 liters / hour - 13.6 knots

Consumptions of Both Engines and 1 Generator






























































